Carolina Power & Light Company
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SERIAL: HNP-99-172

P0 Box 165
New Hill NC 27562

OCT 2 9 1999

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTENTION: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555
SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
DOCKET NO. 50-400/LICENSE NO. NPF-63
RESPONSE TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION REGARDING THE ALTERNATIVE
PLAN FOR SPENT FUEL POOLS C & D COOLING
AND CLEANUP SYSTEM PIPING
Dear Sir or Madam:
By letter HNP-98-188, dated December 23, 1998, Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L)
submitted a license amendment request to increase fuel storage capacity at the Harris Nuclear
Plant (HNP) by placing spent fuel pools C & D in service. The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) issued letters dated March 24, 1999, April 29, 1999, June 16, 1999, and
August 5, 1999 requesting additional information regarding our license amendment application.
HNP letters HNP-99-069, dated April 30, 1999, HNP-99-094, dated June 14, 1999, HNP-99-112,
dated July 23, 1999, and HNP-99-129, dated September 3, 1999 provided our respective
responses.
By letter dated September 20, 1999, the NRC issued a fifth request for additional information
(RAI) regarding our license amendment application to place spent fuel pools C & D in service.
The September 20, 1999 NRC RAI specifically requests additional information on the proposed
alternative plan to demonstrate compliance with ASME Code requirements for the cooling and
cleanup system piping in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i). The Enclosures to this letter
provide the HNP response to the NRC staff's September 20, 1999 RAI.
The enclosed information is provided as supplement to our December 23, 1998 amendment
request and does not change our initial determination that the proposed license amendment
represents a no significant hazards consideration.
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Please refer any questions regarding the enclosed information to Mr. Steven Edwards at (919)
362-2498.
5!5ncerely,

Donna B. Alexander
Manager, Regulatory Affairs
Harris Nuclear Plant
KWS/kws
Enclosures:
1. HNP Responses to NRC Request For Additional Information (RAI)
2. Technical Report: HNP - Material Identification of Chips from Carbon Steel Welds
Associated with the Spent Fuel Pool Activation Project (1 page total)
3. Chemistry Sample Data Sheets (2 sheets total)
4. QCI-19.1, Revision 1, entitled "Preparation & Submittal of Weld Data Report, Repair Weld
Data Report, Tank Fabrication Weld Record & Seismic I Weld Data Report" (25 pages total)

c:

Mr. J. B. Brady, NRC Senior Resident Inspector (w/ Enclosure 1)
Mr. Mel Fry, N.C. DEHNR (w/ Enclosure 1)
Mr. R. J. Laufer, NRC Project Manager (w/ all Enclosures)
Mr. L. A. Reyes, NRC Regional Administrator - Region II (w/ Enclosure 1)
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bc: (all w/ Enclosure 1)
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

K. B. Altman
G. E. Attarian
R. H. Bazemore
C. L. Burton
S. R. Carr
J. R. Caves
H. K. Chernoff (RNP)
B. H. Clark
W. F. Conway
G. W. Davis
W. J. Dorman (BNP)
R. S. Edwards
R. J. Field
K. N. Harris

Ms. L. N. Hartz
Mr. W J. Hindman
Mr. C. S. Hinnant
Mr. W. D. Johnson
Mr. G. J. Kline
Mr. B. A. Kruse
Ms. T. A. Head (PE&RAS File)
Mr. R. D. Martin
Mr. T. C. Morton
Mr. J. H. O'Neill, Jr.
Mr. J. S. Scarola
Mr. J. M. Taylor
Nuclear Records
Harris Licensing File
Files: H-X-0511
H-X-0642
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SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
DOCKET NO. 50-400/LICENSE NO. NPF-63
RESPONSE TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
REGARDING THE ALTERNATIVE PLAN FOR SPENT FUEL POOL
COOLING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM PIPING

Requested Information Item 1:
Explain how the Metorex X-Met 880 Alloy Analyzer discriminates between the different
standards that you used in your analysis described in Enclosure 3, "Metallurgy Unit Report for
Spent Fuel Pool Weld Metal Composition analysis," of your April 30, 1999, RAI response.
What are the chemical element ranges associated with the different standards that you used?
What determines a match on a particular standard? What chemical elements are not included in
the "Match" determination and how are these elements reconciled?
Response 1:
Background:
The primary objective of the field alloy analysis was to confirm with reasonable assurance that
the as-deposited weld material for the spent fuel pool piping field welds is an austenitic stainless
steel material compatible with Type 304 stainless steel piping material. The chemical
composition of the stainless steel filler materials are specified in ASME Section II, Part C, SFA
5.4 / 5.9. The elements controlled under this specification for stainless steel filler materials are:
carbon, chromium, nickel, molybdenum, columbium plus tantalum, manganese, silicon,
phosphorus, sulfur, nitrogen, and copper.
The Alloy Analyzer was used in a comparison / identification mode. In the comparison /
identification mode, the unknown is compared to reference materials which are input by a
specific measurement technique and stored in a memory location of the instrument. This method
of analysis was selected to provide reasonable assurance that the chemical compositions of
analyzed field welds are consistent with an austenitic stainless steel having a chromium content
in the range of 18 to 24 weight percent and a nickel content in the range of 8 to 14 weight
percent.

Explain how the Metorex X-Met 880 Alloy Analyzer discriminatesbetween the
different standardsthatyou used in your analysis describedin Enclosure 4,
"Metallurgy Unit Report for Spent Fuel Pool Weld Metal Composition Analysis," of
your April 30, 1999, RAI response.
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The Metorex X-Met 880 Alloy Analyzer utilizes a Cadmium-109 isotopic source to excite the
analyzed material and measure the secondary radiation produced by the source excitation. This
instrument can detect elements that range between and include chromium and molybdenum on
the periodic chart of the elements. (The elements between and including terbium and uranium
are also detected by this instrument with a cadmium source.)
The instrument was configured to detect six specific elements using the following pure element
standards: (1) chromium, (2) manganese, (3) iron, (4) nickel, (5) copper, and (6) molybdenum.
Iron was selected because austenitic stainless steels are considered to be iron-based alloys;
chromium, nickel, and molybdenum were selected because they are primary alloying elements;
manganese was selected because it is a secondary alloying element; and copper was selected
because it is a potential "tramp" (i.e., unwanted) element in this material that is detectable by this
instrument. A backscatter standard was used to determine the background spectrum. The pure
element standards and the backscatter standard were supplied with the instrument by the
manufacturer. A series of comparison standards were loaded into the instrument for this
analysis. These standards included: (1) Type 304 stainless steel, (2) Type 309 stainless steel, (3)
Type 310 stainless steel, (4) Type 316 stainless steel, and (5) NIST SRM 1154a. These four
secondary standards and one National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Standard
Reference Material (SRM) were used because: (1) the instrument was used in a comparison
mode, and (2) none of the SRMs available from NIST have compositions consistent with either
Type 304, Type 308, or Type 309 stainless steels. NIST SRM 1155 (Type 316 stainless steel)
and NIST SRM C 1287 (Type 310 stainless steel - modified) were used also, as independent
reference checks of the instrument during the field analysis.
In the comparison / identification mode, the unknown is compared to reference materials which
are input by a specific measurement technique and stored in a memory location of the instrument.
The alloy analyzer has a multi-channel analyzer (MCA) having 256 micro channels. These micro
channels represent a specific X-ray energy range (e.g., Channel 1 - I to 2 eV, Channel 2 - 2 to 3
eV, etc.). Each element has an average value for its excitation X-ray energy and, in practice, the
actual response has a Gaussian distribution. Each pure element has a range, or window,
consisting of several micro channels based on the full width at half maximum value of the
Gaussian distribution. Therefore, counts detected in an element window are due to a detectable
and measurable concentration of this element. The pure element standards and the austenitic
stainless steel standards have different compositions. The response of the instrument varies with
the concentration of a given element in a standard. The counts obtained for a standard by this
instrument are proportional to the elemental concentration(s). Each standard will have a unique
pattern (or "fingerprint") of counts in the selected element windows based on its chemical
composition. The instrument discriminates between standards and unknowns based on the
similarity of the instrument response (or counts detected) to the element windows for the stored
standards.

What are the chemical element ranges associatedwith the different standardsthat
you used?
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The chemical element ranges for the standards used are shown below in Table 1. The NIST
SRM (1 154a) that was used to set-up the Alloy Analyzer has a chemical composition that is not
within the chemical composition range for any standard UNS stainless steel alloy. However, the
nickel and chromium contents of the NIST 1154a standard are similar to the nickel content of the
Type 309 comparison standard and the chromium content of the Type 304 comparison standard,
respectively. The remaining detectable elements in these three comparison standards are
comparable and cannot be used to accurately differentiate between the various unknowns.
TABLE 1

Chemical Element Ranges for Standards Used to Set-up the Metorex Alloy Analyzer
Standard

Composition, Weight Percent
Chromium

Manganese

Iron

Nickel

Copper

Molybdenum

Type 304

18.28

1.48

bal.

8.13

0.19

0.17

Type 309

22.60

1.63

bal.

13.81 ....

_--

-

Type 310
24.87
1.94
bal.
19.72
0.11
0.16
Type 316
16.74
1.44
bal.
10.07
0.11
2.06
NIST i 154a
19.31
1.44
bal.
13.08
0.44
0.068
Chemical Element Ranges for Standards Used to Check the Alloy Analyzer
1.66
bal.
21.16
0.58
0.46
NIST C1287
23.98
NIST 1155
18.45
1.63
bal.
12.18
0.169
2.38
The tolerances for the chemical element ranges for the secondary standards (nominal Type 304,
Type 309, Type 310, and Type 316 stainless steels) are not known. These secondary standards
were provided with mill test reports for their chemical compositions, but the precise accuracy of
these standards is not known because they are not certified as traceable to primary reference
standards. However, the applicable ASTM standards for these alloys permit a major alloying
element range of between 1 and 2.5 weight percent (e.g., carbon content - 0.08 weight percent
maximum; silicon content - 1.00 weight percent maximum; nickel content - 8.00 to 10.50 weight
percent maximum; etc.) without the applicable product analysis tolerances that depend upon the
specific element and its relative concentration.
What determines a match on a particularstandard?
During a test, the Alloy Analyzer detects, measures, and compares the counts obtained for the
specified elements in the unknown to those for the standards that have been loaded into the
instrument (the specified elements are those that were loaded as pure element standards during
the instrument set-up). The X-ray energy detection range for each of the specified elements is
pre-set in the instrument and is based on physical constants related to the energy difference
between electron shells in atomic structures. The number of counts in each pure element range is
measured and compared to the counts for these elements in the known comparison standards.
The difference in counts between the unknown and the comparison standards is measured. The
instrument is configured with three thresholds (or limits) for the difference in counts between the
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closest standard and the unknown. The least amount of difference between a comparison
standard and the unknown is indicated by "GOOD MATCH." If there are differences between
the unknown and standard that do not meet the "GOOD MATCH" criteria, but the unknown is
similar to one or more standards, the alloy analyzer will indicate "POSSIBLE MATCH." If the
difference in counts is too large, the instrument will indicate "NO GOOD MATCH."

What chemical elements are not included in the "Match" determinationand how are
these elements reconciled?
The primary objective of the field alloy analysis was to confirm with reasonable assurance that
the as-deposited weld material was an austenitic stainless steel material compatible with the Type
304 stainless steel piping material. The chemical compositions of stainless steel filler materials
are specified in ASME Section II, Part C, SFA-5.4 / 5.9. The elements controlled under this
specification for stainless steel filler materials are: carbon, chromium, nickel, molybdenum,
columbium plus tantalum, manganese, silicon, phosphorous, sulfur, nitrogen, and copper.
The alloy analyzer was set up to detect the primary alloying elements: chromium, nickel, and
molybdenum. In addition, the alloy analyzer was also set up to detect the secondary alloying
element manganese, the tramp element copper, and the alloy base iron. The remaining elements
addressed in the specification, but not detected by the alloy analyzer, are: carbon, columbium
plus tantalum, silicon, phosphorous, sulfur, and nitrogen. None of these elements are capable of
being detected with the Metorex Alloy Analyzer using a Cadmium-109 source either due to their
relative concentration or their X-ray excitation energy. These secondary alloying elements, while
important to the weldability characteristics of the filler material, are not as important to the
performance of the weld in service with regard to strength and corrosion resistance.
Samples of three spent fuel pool cooling piping field welds were obtained by plant personnel and
submitted to an external commercial laboratory for chemical analysis. The elements that were
not determined by field analysis and those that were used in the identification mode of the field
welds were measured by this laboratory and are shown in Table 2. Laboratory analysis of this
representative sample substantiates the results of the field analysis and provides additional
assurance that the chemical compositions of spent fuel pool field welds are satisfactory.
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TABLE 2

NSL Chemical Analysis Results
Identification
Alloy Analyzer
Results
Carbon
Niobium
Chromium
Copper
Manganese
Molybdenum
Nickel
Phosphorus
Sulfur
Silicon
Titanium

2-SF-36-FW-450
304 SS Possible

2-SF-38-FW-451
NIST 11 54a
Possible
NSL Chemical Analysis Results
0.13
0.10
< 0.05
< 0.05
20.08
20.11
0.054
0.10
1.46
1.39
0.12
0.10
9.30
9.24
0.021
0.021
0.007
0.005
0.37
0.39
< 0.01
0.011

2-SF-71-FW-329
NIST 1154a
Possible
0.064
< 0.05
19.06
0.093
0.79
0.085
9.63
0.026
0.013
0.25
< 0.01

In summary, the alloy analyzer was set up to confirm with reasonable assurance that the as
deposited weld material for the spent fuel pool piping field welds is an austenitic stainless steel
material compatible with the reported Type 304 stainless steel piping material and the chemical
composition requirements specified in ASME Section II, Part C, SFA-5.4 / 5.9. The
programmatic and procedural controls which existed at the time of construction, augmented by
the testing and analysis effort described above, provide reasonable assurance that the weld
material for the spent fuel pool piping field welds is the proper weld material and will perform
satisfactorily in service.

Reauested Information Item 2:
Provide assurance that the ferrite numbers are acceptable for A-No. 8 weld wire (ND-2433) used
in welds with missing weld wire documentation.
Response 2:
Ferrite numbers have been measured for 18 of the 19 accessible field welds remaining in the
scope of the Alternative Plan (one field weld is located underneath a grating which could not be
removed at the time the measurements were taken). The results of this work show mean ferrite
numbers ranging from approximately 4 to 9 FN. SFA 5.9, Section A4.12 states that the ferrite
potential for 308, 308L, and 347 is approximately 10 FN, but notes that the ferrite content may
vary by +/- 7 FN or more around these midpoints and still be within the limits of the chemical
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specification. Furthermore, Section A4.13 also states that the ferrite potential of a filler metal is
usually modified downward in the deposit due to changes in the chemical composition caused by
the welding process and technique used.
Ferrite is know to be beneficial in reducing the tendency for cracking or fissuring in weld metals;
however, it is not critical, particularly under the mild service conditions associated with the spent
fuel pool cooling system. Assurance that the ferrite numbers are acceptable is demonstrated by
the following: (1) the measured ferrite numbers are reasonably consistent with those expected
for the type of filler material used, (2) all of the exposed field welds in the scope of the
Alternative Plan have successfully completed a liquid penetrant examination which noted no
evidence of cracks or fissures, (3) a strict materials control program governed issuance and
control of weld materials, and (4) there is no evidence that incorrect or uncontrolled filler
material might have been used.

Requested Information Item 3:
Explain the chemical analysis in the Table associated with PQR 6(c), dated 11/15/84, page 2 of 2,
laboratory test No. 9-2-149 described in Enclosure 6, "Lab Test Reports," of your April 30, 1999,
RAI response. What row(s) are associated with the base material, weld, and standard(s)? What
criteria was used to determine acceptability?
Response 3:
Welding Procedure Specification (WPS) 8B2, Revision 16 is supported by four Procedure
Qualification Records (PQRs). The original procedure qualification test, as documented on PQR
6, was performed in 1976. The procedure qualification test coupon for this test was prepared
from 10 inch schedule 40 pipe, which has a wall thickness of 0.365 inches. This test coupon
thickness supports a qualified base metal thickness range of 3/16 (0.1875) inches to 0.730 inches.
In 1981, an additional procedure qualification test, as documented in PQR 6(A), was performed
to support the extended thickness range of 3/16 inches to 8 inches. This new qualified range was
achieved by welding a 1.5 inch thick weld test coupon. In 1982, another procedure qualification
test was performed, as documented in PQR 6(B), to expand the thickness range qualified to
include a base material thickness as thin as 0.049 inches. This extended range was achieved by
welding a 0.049 inch wall thickness test coupon. In 1984, the final procedure qualification test,
as documented in PQR 6(C), was performed to extend the qualified thickness range to include
materials as thin as 0.031 inches. This new thickness range was achieved by welding a weld test
coupon with a thickness of 0.031 inches.
The portion of WPS 8B2, Revision 16 that was used to fabricate the fuel pool piping, based on
base metal thickness range, is supported by PQR 6 and PQR 6(A). The fuel pool piping has a
nominal wall thickness of 3/8 (0.375) inches, which is within the qualified base metal thickness
range of 3/16 (0.1875) inches to 0.730 inches for PQR 6 and 3/16 (0.1875) inches to 8 inches for
PQR 6(A).
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Relative to the chemical analysis in the Table associated with PQR 6(c), dated 11/15/84, page 2
of 2, laboratory test No. 9-2-149, referenced WPS 8B2 addresses welding of a SA240 TP 304 test
coupon with a thickness of 0.031 inch. The documented mechanical test results reference two
test specimens having a thickness of 0.031 inch (E&E Laboratory Test Number 9-2-149,
specimen numbers 699 and 700). PQR 6(c) references an Arcos welding filler material, which
according to the Certified Material Test Reports (CMTRs) attached to PQR 6(c) is Type 316
stainless steel filler material.
A definitive explanation for all of the entries on the data sheet in question, page 2 of 2 of the
chemical analysis results, can not be provided due to insufficient documentation. However,
based on the documentation supporting the procedure qualification test for PQR 6 (C),
Metallurgy Unit test records and anecdotal information, it appears that Harris Welding
Engineering personnel requested the E&E Laboratories to perform mechanical testing and
chemical analyses for a completed welding procedure qualification coupon performed using
0.031 inch thick Type 316 stainless steel base material. It is believed that the chemical analysis
requested was to be performed on a sample of the material taken from the item that was to be
welded in production and which provided the impetus to perform the additional weld procedure
qualification. This is supported by the fact that chips of the supplied material were provided to
the Analytical Chemistry Laboratory on November 12, 1984 (sampled on November 9, 1984)
while the PQR is dated November 15, 1984. This indicates that the chemical analysis was
performed prior to the welding of the procedure qualification test coupon and should not be
considered a part of the procedure qualification test.

Requested Information Item 4:
For the piping and welds examined internally, provide a discussion of the examination results.
What inspection criteria is used for evaluating the piping and welds for corrosion and fouling?
Describe the corrosion and fouling inspection procedure and inspection personnel qualification
process. For the embedded welds not examined internally, describe what is preventing their
examination. Discuss why the decision not to inspect all of the embedded welds will result in an
acceptable level of quality and safety.
Response 4:
An initial visual inspection of the embedded piping and welds was completed using a
pneumatically-powered crawler carrying a high resolution camera. This crawler employed two
sets of pneumatic cylinders which expanded and contracted in coordination with a single cylinder
between them to produce an "inch worm" effect. Inspections of four of the eight embedded spent
fuel pool cooling lines were performed using this crawler, including six embedded field welds.
Camera resolution was excellent and the visual inspection of the lines was thorough. This
arrangement proved unsuitable, however, for longer lines having multiple elbows, and a decision
was made to investigate other possible methods of inspecting the balance of embedded piping.
An arrangement was eventually selected which used flexible fiberglass rods to manually drive a
camera on rollers through the pipe. A second inspection effort, only recently completed, used
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this crawler to successfully inspect all 9 of the remaining embedded field welds and associated
piping.
The remainder of this response will focus on the initial inspection of four SFP cooling lines and
six embedded welds. The results of the inspection of the remaining lines and nine embedded
welds is still in the review process. Our preliminary evaluation is that the results of the second
visual inspection are consistent with those of the first inspection and demonstrate that the piping
and welds have not measurably degraded and are acceptable for their intended purpose.
The pneumatically-powered crawler provided a stable base from which to successfully complete
a visual examination of the piping and welds which could be reached using this equipment. Each
inspection was preceded by a resolution check wherein the camera was required to discern a 1.0
mil wire at the appropriate focal length, and the level of detail provided of the internal pipe
surfaces was excellent. These inspections were conducted in accordance with Special Plant
Procedure SPP-0312T, which provided specific acceptance criteria, as well as qualification
requirements for the equipment and inspectors. The inspection included welds on four of the
eight embedded cooling lines connected to Spent Fuel Pools C & D. All of the lines inspected
were 12 inch, schedule 40 stainless steel (304) piping.
The initial inspection included the following field welds:
Field Weld Number
2-SF-8-FW-65
2-SF-8-FW-66
2-SF-143-FW-512
2-SF-144-FW-515
2-SF-144-FW-516
2-SF-159-FW-408

Piping Function
C SFP Cooling Supply
C SFP Cooling Supply
D SFP Cooling Supply
D SFP Cooling Supply
D SFP Cooling Supply
D SFP Cooling Supply

In accordance with the acceptance criteria in Special Plant Procedure SPP-0312T, welds which
can be accepted without further evaluation must be completely free of the following defects:
- no Cracks

-

no
no
no
no

Lack of Fusion
Lack of Penetration
Oxidation
Undercut greater than 1/32"

- no Reinforcement ("Push Through") greater than 1/16"
- no Concavity (Suck Back") greater than 1/32"
- no Porosity greater than 1/16"
- no Inclusions
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In addition, any indications not included in the above list of weld attributes but potentially
pertinent to the condition of the piping and welds were required by the inspection procedure to be
reviewed and formally evaluated by Harris Nuclear Plant Engineering staff. Such indications
would include arc strikes, foreign material, evidence of mishandling, pipe mismatch, pitting, and
evidence of corrosion.
The inspection procedure requires that personnel performing visual examinations be CP&L
Visual Weld Examiners, certified in accordance with the Corporate NDE Manual. In addition,
they are required to have successfully completed the CP&L training course on remote camera
equipment and/or have demonstrated their capability to utilize the equipment to the satisfaction
of the NDE VT Level III. Vendor personnel operating the closed circuit television system were
not required to be certified visual weld examiners, but were required to be familiar with their
equipment and proficient in its use.
Generally, the inspection results were good. It is noted that the welds in question were not
subject to volumetric examination, and were sufficiently far from the open end of the pipe at the
time of welding that an internal visual examination would not have been performed at the time of
welding. Relative to the inspection criteria pertaining to weld attributes provided above, five of
the six field welds were accepted based on the qualified examiner's review of the camera
inspection video. A single weld, 2-SF-144-FW-516, was identified as having areas where
portions of a consumable insert could be discerned. This weld, which exists in the horizontal
piping on the supply line to SFP D, had several locations where a consumable insert had been
utilized but was not fully consumed. Generally, these locations were limited to several very
small areas where a small portion of the insert could be discerned, but included one area about
1.5 inches long where a continuous portion of the insert could be seen.
The presence of a small amount of unconsumed insert is not considered to be an indication of an
unqualified welder, inadequate procedures, or inappropriate materials. The small amount of
unconsumed insert is a relatively insignificant imperfection which is not unusual on field welds
such as 2-SF-144-FW-516, which was only subject to surface examination and does not lend
itself to internal visual examination. ASME Section III, Subsection ND design rules recognize
the potential for imperfections of this nature in welds not subject to volumetric examination, and
require that a reduction in joint efficiency be assumed for butt welds which are subject to surface
examination only (ref. ND-3552.2).
The root pass associated with the indication of unconsumed insert is backed up by multiple weld
passes, any one of which would be adequate to establish a leak tight pressure boundary under
these conditions. Hydrostatic test records show that field weld 2-SF-FW-144-516 successfully
completed hydrostatic testing at 32 psi during construction prior to the line being embedded, and
that this test was witnessed by both QC and the ANI. Procedures and processes at the time
required that both these field welds were subject to multiple inspections and documentation
reviews during construction. Given this, and considering that this weld was subject to multiple
inspections at the time of construction, it is highly unlikely that the indications noted on field
weld 2-SF- 144-FW-516 extend into the root pass, let alone the multiple passes that followed it.
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Since field weld 2-SF- 144-FW-5 16 is on a line which connects directly to atmospheric spent fuel
pools, hydraulic pressure at the welds is limited to static head and a small amount of friction
losses. (The effect of velocity head would be sufficiently small as to be negligible, but would
actually tend to reduce the effective pressure.) At the location of field weld 2-SF- 144-FW-516,
static head due to the elevation difference is approximately 286 - 277.5 = 8.5 feet. Piping friction
losses per 100 ft for 12 inch steel piping is only about 3 feet at 4000 gpm, so even considering
the effect of elbows in the line, the 55 foot length of piping between this field weld and SFP C
would only contribute another few feet for a total head of about 10 feet (i.e., less than 5 psi).
Operation of the SFP cooling and cleanup system for the C & D pools will be at a relatively low
temperature and very low pressure. Accordingly, the minimum wall thickness needed to retain
this pressure over a localized area of reduced wall is only a very small percentage of the 0.375
inch wall thickness in this piping. The piping in the vicinity of field weld 2-SF-FW-516 is
completely embedded in concrete, located approximately at the center of a six foot thick,
seismically-designed wall. As such, this piping is not subject to externally induced movement or
stresses. Since the SFP cooling and cleanup system operates at a relatively low temperature with
little variation, thermally induced stresses and thermal cycling are not of appreciable concern.
Given the lack of externally induced stresses or thermal cycling, the small pieces of unconsumed
insert will not initiate a crack or otherwise propagate a piping failure.
Based on all of the above considerations, the indications of an unconsumed insert identified on
field weld 2-SF-144-FW-516 are acceptable, and no rework or repair to the weld is required.
Videotapes of the first six embedded field welds and associated piping to be visually inspected
have been reviewed by CP&L engineering and metallurgical personnel. Aside from localized
occurrences of loosely adhering surface film (principally boron deposits from boric acid added to
the water), the videotape provides clear evidence that the piping was free from fouling or foreign
materials. Where necessary, deposits were removed with pressurized water before the visual
inspection. It is the consensus of the reviewers that the condition of the piping and welds is very
good. Several inconsequential stains and small pits were noted, indicating that a small amount of
minor corrosion may have occurred at some time in the past. Videotapes of all 15 embedded
field welds and associated piping have been forwarded to corrosion experts both within CP&L
and in the industry.

Requested Information Item 5:
What are the chemical analyses for steel welds 2-CC-3-FW-207, 2-CC-3-FW-208, and 2-CC-3
FW-209?
Response 5:
Chemical analyses for the carbon steel chips have been completed and are provided as Enclosure
2 to this RAI response. The results of these analyses substantiate that the filler material used for
these welds is generally consistent with chemical composition requirements found in SFA 5.1 for
ER7OS-6 and SFA 5.18 for E7018.
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Requested Information Item 6:
Describe the paper trail that identifies a specific weld material to a specific weld on the isometric
drawings, i.e., show that the weld material being verified with the Metorex X-Met 880 was
specified for that location. Identify missing documentation that breaks the paper trial, if any.
Response 6:
The weld metal to be used on a given weld was prescribed by the Weld Procedure Specification.
The Weld Data Report (WDR) documented the Weld Procedure Specification to be used, as well
as the AWS Classification of filler material. For the field welds for which WDRs are no longer
available, it is not possible to directly document the Weld Procedure Specification and filler
metal that was used. However, since the vendor data sheets are available on the pipe spools, a
review has been done of the Weld Procedure Specifications available at that time and which
would have been applicable for this type piping, material, and end prep. These Weld Procedure
Specifications were provided to the NRC as Enclosure 6 to HNP-99-069, dated April 30, 1999,
the HNP response to the March 24, 1999 NRC RAI on the Alternative Plan.
The pipe spools utilized in the HNP spent fuel pool cooling system are Type 304 stainless steel, a
P-8 material. The Weld Procedure Specifications for P-8 to P-8 piping welds such as these in the
spent fuel pool cooling system would have used filler metals conforming to SFA No. 5.4 / 5.9,
including ER308, ER308L, ER316, ER316L and ER347. For Type 304 to Type 304 piping,
ER308 would have typically been specified on the WDR. Given that some chemical changes in
composition will be caused by the welding process and that blending of the base metal and filler
metal would occur, the Metorex X-Met 880 testing is not intended to confirm the that chemical
composition conforms to chemical composition requirements for each element, but rather to
assure that weldments are sound by substantiating that the filler metal used was compatible with
the piping material and generally consistent with composition requirements of the Weld
Procedure Specification. Additional details on the use of the Alloy Analyzer to evaluate filler
metal is provided in the HNP response to Requested Information Item 1 above.

Requested Information Item 7:
Discuss the chemical analysis and any other analysis performed on the water in the fuel pool
cooling and cleanup system (FPCCS) and component cooling water system (CCWS) for spent
fuel pools (SFPs) C and D. Where did the water come from? Discuss any differences between
the chemical analysis and the original water source. Provide the staff with a representative
analysis of the water.
Response 7:
A review of plant documentation substantiates that the embedded lines connected to SFPs C & D
had water in them on two separate occasions during the construction process. Water samples
were collected from seven of the eight lines associated with the embedded piping. * Analysis
results of those water samples substantiate that the water in these lines originated from the spent
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fuel pools. Specifically, chloride and fluoride concentrations were very low, and generally
consistent with specifications for spent fuel pool chemistry. Sulfate levels and conductivity,
while not typically analyzed for spent fuel pool chemistry, were also very low and consistent with
high purity water. The water samples also showed low levels of tritium, at a concentration
similar to that of the spent fuel pools. Enclosure 3 to this RAI response provides a representative
analysis of water samples taken from both the C and D SFP piping.
Initially, these lines were filled with water for hydrostatic testing prior to pouring concrete.
Potential sources of hydrotest water included potable water and lake water, although procedures
did require that the piping be drained and vented subsequent to test completion. Since these lines
could not be isolated from their respective fuel pool liners, they would have been filled again in
support of pool liner leak testing. The procedure for liner leak testing required test water to have
a chloride content of no more than 100 ppm, which effectively precluded the use of either potable
water or lake water for this evolution. Furthermore, procedures required the pools to be drained
after testing, then rinsed with distilled or demineralized water. Subsequent to liner leak testing,
there was no reason to introduce water into the pools again until they were filled and put into
service (1989 - 1990 time frame). Several of these lines were drained one additional time in
1995 - 1996, when drain valves were added to the exposed portions of several of the embedded
lines. Since that time, these lines refilled with water from the spent fuel pools. The water
samples that were collected and analyzed, as discussed above, were samples of water that leaked
past "plumbers plugs" in the pool nozzles since this last evolution.
*

One of the eight lines has no drain line with an isolation valve for taking water samples, and
was not represented in the initial set of water samples.

Recuested Information Item 8:
In Enclosure 8, "Hydrotest Records for Embedded Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Piping and Field
Welds," of your April 30, 1999, RAI response, you provided signed hydrostatic test reports for
13 embedded welds. Starting with the signed hydrostatic test report, back track through
procedures and program requirements to the point where the missing document(s) were verified
as being complete. In other words, identify the specific procedural and program controls
requiring verification of completion of the missing documentation (manufacturing/fabrication
records, weld data records, updated isometric drawings, and inspections) starting backward from
the hydrostatic test report.
Response 8:
Construction procedure WP- 115, "Pressure Testing of Pressure Piping (Nuclear Safety Related),"
governed the hydrostatic testing of the embedded lines connected to HNP SFPs C and D. This
procedure specifically required, prior to hydrotesting, the Mechanical QA Specialist verify that:
1) all required piping documentation is complete, and
2) all required weld documentation is complete.
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Reference to piping and weld documentation is found in WP-102, "Installation of Piping."
Specific requirements found in this document include:
1) that each weld joint for Code piping receive a WDR, and that these WDRs receive a QA and
ANI inspection.
2) that weld procedures utilized be qualified in accordance with MP-01, "Qualification of Weld
Procedures."
3) that welders and welding operators be qualified in accordance with MP-02, "Procedure for
Qualifying Welders and Weld Operators."
4) that welds be stamped in accordance with MP-05, "Stamping of Weldments."
5) that weld material be controlled in accordance with MP-03, "Welding Material Control."
Generally, items 2 - 5 above ensure that Code welds were performed to appropriate procedures in
the plant's Section IX weld program. Relative to item 1, WP-102 provided reference to CQC-19,
"Weld Control" which again required that all Code welds received a WDR, and referenced
procedure CQI-19.1, "Preparation & Submittal of Weld Data Report & Repair Weld Data
Report," for detailed instructions on the use of WDRs. As prescribed by this procedure, the
WDR included essentially all of the required attributes and documentation for welds within Code
boundaries. Enclosure 4 provides a copy of CQI 19.1 at a revision level existing at or about the
time most of the welds in question were made. Similarly, WP-102 contained requirements for
layout and dimensional tolerances, as well as references to appropriate procedures for other
piping installation processes, such as performance of cold pulls and torqueing of flanged
connections. Therefore, in order to satisfy the prerequisites of procedure WP- 115, the
Mechanical QA Specialist would be required to verify that all the WDRs and RWDRs were
complete and approved, dimensional and tolerance inspections had been completed, and all other
piping installation processes had been completed and appropriately documented.

Requested Information Item 9:
Identify the concrete pouring procedure that requires checking for the welder symbol and a
successful hydrostatic test before pouring.
Response 9:
Since embedding a line in concrete represented a point at which piping was no longer accessible
for inspections, rework, etc., procedural controls were established to ensure that all required work
activities had been completed and that documentation was in order prior to authorizing concrete
placement. Procedure WP-05, "Concrete Placement", included a pre-placement requirement for
a craft superintendent sign-off on the concrete placement report to signify completion of the
craft's installation and superintendent inspection thereof. This procedure required that this sign
off be made by all craft superintendents, as a safeguard against omissions, whether or not they
had material in a particular placement. Subsequently, procedure WP-05 required that the
Construction Inspection Unit (QC) be notified when the installation was complete and ready for
pre-placement inspection.
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Procedure TP-24, "Mechanical Pipe Installation Inspection" provided requirements for the
Construction Inspection Unit relative to inspection of piping, and included separate sections on
embedded piping inspection. This procedure specifically required the CI inspector to inspect the
installation and documentation prior to concrete placement. The CI inspector was required to
verify the specific installation attributes:
1) that piping installation was performed in accordance with design drawings and documents,
notably including verification of pipe spool identification
2) that piping was free from physical damage, and had no missing parts, and
3) that all piping leak tests were complete and documented.
It can be seen that procedures associated with concrete placement did provide assurance that
piping embedded in concrete was the correct piping and was correctly installed. Furthermore,
since the hydro-test was generally the final milestone for completion of a pipe segment,
verification that all piping leak tests were complete and documented provided assurance that all
test and inspection requirements were met. Procedures WP-05 and TP-24 do not specifically
require a verification of the welder symbol. Rather, this assurance is provided by the review of
weld documentation prior to hydro-testing, as well as the programmatic controls in CQC-19 and
related procedures discussed above.

Requested Information Item 10:
Describe how the liner leak tests support weld integrity for welds 2-SF-8-FW-65 and 2-SF-8
FW-66 (Enclosure 3 of your response to NRCs RAI). For these two welds, back track through
procedures and program requirements to the point where the missing documents were verified as
being completed.
Response 10:
Leak testing of the liner was accomplished under procedure TP-057, "Hydrostatic Testing of Fuel
Pool Liners." This procedure provided specific steps to be completed prior to performance of the
liner leak test. The procedure required that Engineering prepare the test package, including
identification of all boundaries and all isolation points to be utilized. For the north spent fuel
pool liner hydrostatic test, the documented test boundaries included the piping runs containing 2
SF-8-FW-65 and 2-SF-8-FW-66.
Subsequent to preparation of the test package, QC was required to complete the "Prerequisites"
section of the test form. Similar to the discussion of piping hydro-test procedures provided in the
response to Requested Information Item 8 above, these prerequisites included a line item for the
QC Inspector to verify "all weld documentation complete." Although the test procedure was
specifically concerned with inspection of the liners, this verification would have necessarily
extended to the entire pressurized boundary to ensure that no external leakage occurred, that
partially completed welds were not overstressed, etc.
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Although hydrostatic test packages have not been located at this time for welds 2-SF-8-FW-65
and 2-SF-8-FW-66, plant documentation does support that this hydrostatic test was done. For
example, QA Deficiency and Disposition Report (DDR) 794 was initiated to assess hydrostatic
test requirements for the plate rings reinforcing the piping to pool nozzle connections. The
resolution to this DDR acknowledged that the pipe spools adjacent to these welds had been
subject to hydrostatic testing, even going so far as to include the dates of test performance. Four
of the ten spools listed are included in the scope of the SFP C and D embedded piping, and two
of these spools are in the line in which welds 2-SF-8-FW-65 and 2-SF-8-FW-66 are located. The
other two spools referenced are on isometric drawing 2-SF-159, and are specifically included in a
hydrostatic test package for which records have been located (provided previously to the NRC as
Enclosure 7 to HNP-99-069, dated April 30, 1999). Comparison of the dates listed on DDR 794
against those associated with piping on isometric drawing 2-SF-159 verify that the test dates on
these documents are in agreement.
Therefore, even though hydrostatic test records specifically listing welds 2-SF-8-FW-65 and 2
SF-8-FW-66 as inspection items have not been located, it can be established with a high level of
confidence that these welds were hydro-statically tested, and that documentation associated with
these welds was reviewed and verified as being complete.

Requested Information Item 11:
Describe precautions that were taken to protect system components (e.g., pumps, valves, heat
exchangers, piping) from deleterious environmental effects during layup. Describe the layed up
condition of the partially completed piping system and how this was determined. How would
these layup conditions be different if it was known that SFPs C and D would be put in service
later?
Response 11:
The location of system components (e.g., pumps, valves, heat exchangers, piping), the 236'
elevation area of the Fuel Handling Building, is fully enclosed and serviced by a safety related
HVAC system. This area is also the location of the operating Unit 1 spent fuel pool cooling
pumps and heat exchangers, and is completely suitable for the long term storage of piping and
equipment. It was anticipated that at some time it would be necessary to place C and D pools
into service, and consideration was given to specific requirements for equipment protection. The
spent fuel pool cooling pump motors were removed and placed in controlled storage conditions
with heaters energized and shafts periodically rotated. The spent fuel pool heat exchangers were
capped to preclude introduction of foreign material, and provided with a nitrogen blanket on the
shell (CCW) side to prevent moisture and other contaminants from inducing corrosion. Spent
Fuel Pool Cooling piping not connected to the spent fuel pools, which had never been wetted and
was not connected to any active water systems, also received Foreign Material Exclusion (FME)
type covers. Notably, the spent fuel pool cooling pumps and strainers were protected by FME
covers on adjacent piping.
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Through conversations with cognizant personnel, it is known that when it became necessary to
fill the C and D spent fuel pools, the exposed ends of the connected spent fuel pool piping were
fitted with leak tight covers and flooded as well. At some point, "plumber's plugs" were fitted in
the C and D spent fuel pool cooling nozzles, although it is not clear whether these plugs were
installed before or after the lines were flooded by the spent fuel pools. The primary purpose of
these plugs was not for equipment protection but instead for ALARA considerations, i.e., to
preclude collection of radioactive material in the piping.

Requested Information Item 12:
Why was visual inspection rather than ultrasonic inspection chosen to examine the integrity of
the embedded welds?
Response 12:
Examination requirements for the embedded spent fuel pool cooling piping at the time of
construction consisted of a surface visual and liquid penetrant examination of the piping OD,
consistent with design rules and NDE requirements in ASME Section I1I, Subsection ND.
Numerous programmatic and documentation assurances exist to confirm that these required
inspections were indeed completed. In reviewing options for inspection of embedded piping and
associated welds under the Alternative Plan, the objective was to implement an inspection
program which: (1) provided yet another measure of assurance of construction quality, (2)
provided a means to inspect as much of the overall scope as possible, (3) allowed for inspection
of not only discrete areas of interest (ie., field welds), but also for qualitative assessment of
overall piping condition, including corrosion and fouling, and (4) had a high level of probability
to produce meaningful results with existing, proven technology. These criteria are individually
discussed as follows:
1) Provides additional measure of assurance of construction quality
A detailed inspection of the interior of the piping with a high resolution camera provides a means
to discern and assess numerous attributes pertaining to construction quality, including fit-up and
alignment, adequacy of purge, and fusion of the root pass. These attributes, while readily
examined with the use of a remote camera, do not lend themselves to detection and evaluation
through ultrasonic examination.
2) Provides a means to inspect as much of the overall scope as possible
Camera inspection provides a means to see as much of the overall inspection scope (piping
interior surfaces) as possible, as well as focus on specific areas of interest. A number of vendors
offer inspection services of piping using remote cameras and a variety of propulsion methods,
providing the best probability of inspecting as much of the piping as possible. Using real time
feedback, direct camera operators can move relatively quickly over long runs of piping which can
be readily observed as clean and in good condition; however, considerable time is spent in
adjusting focus, lighting and other parameters to provide a detailed examination of specific areas
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of interest. Although ultrasonic techniques are commonly used to detect wall thinning in steam
piping, this process requires that the entire surface to be examined be mapped, with each grid
location receiving an ultrasonic examination. Clearly, the lack of access in the embedded piping
precludes the use of a similar technique to assess the overall condition of the embedded piping.
3) Allows for inspection of overall piping condition, but also macroscopic examination for
fouling, corrosion, etc.
Camera inspection is the only viable means to identify and assess numerous attributes which
pertain to the suitability of piping for service, including surface corrosion, fouling, foreign
objects in the line, etc. Visual inspection with a high resolution camera can also detect visual
evidence of corrosion (stains, discoloration) even when no loss of material or other degradation is
obvious.
(4) Provide a high level of probability of producing meaningful results with existing, proven
technology
While not deemed appropriate to evaluate macroscopic examination of piping quality for the
reasons discussed above, CP&L has investigated the feasibility of using ultrasonic examination
to disposition discrete, localized indications. The obstacles associated with remotely performing
ultrasonic examinations of these 12 inch embedded lines are considerable, and include:
-

Piping runs approaching 100 feet long
Piping runs including 4 or more elbows

-

Both horizontal and vertical runs

-

Since pools are full, inspections must be done from the exposed piping end, meaning that all
vertical runs are upward
The weld joints themselves are irregular to the extent a direct beam method could not be
used. In addition, these butt welds utilized consumable inserts with an end prep having a
counterbore approximately 3/4 inch from the weld joint. This configuration complicates the
use of angle beam ultrasonic methods
The piping surface must be clean and smooth, such that boron crystals or any other film or
material which are in the area to be inspected must be removed.
A means must be devised to inject couplant in the area to be inspected
The technique must provide a means to precisely locate and control the detector transducers,
which would invariably require the use of a remote camera

-

-

The device would need to be capable of propelling a camera, UT transducers, and all attendant
cabling through long pipe sections with numerous elbows and risers to the location of interest,
identify and focus on the indication to be examined, clean it as necessary, inject couplant on the
area where the transducer will be placed, then precisely locate the transducer at that point,
adjusting it as necessary to provide a good signal. Even then, since the back (outside) surface of
the weld joints is irregular, it is not certain that the results will allow an accurate interpretation of
the condition of the piping. In summary, while several vendors have expressed an interest in
working on a cost and materials basis to provide the propulsion, robotics, and equipment
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necessary to perform ultrasonic examination of the embedded piping, none have been identified
with the proven experience necessary to provide repeatable, reliable results under similar
conditions.

Requested Information Item 13:
Describe the post modification testing to be performed to ensure that the system(s) will satisfy all
design requirements. Include description of hydro-tests to verify the integrity of the system
pressure boundaries, flushing to ensure unobstructed flow through the system components, and
pre-operational functional testing under design flow/heat loads.
Response 13:
Post modification testing will include the following:
1) System Hydrostatic testing conforming to Section III requirements will be performed on the
completed system. With the exception of embedded piping, components inside Code
boundaries will be included in this test effort, including pumps, heat exchangers and
strainers. In a previous HNP response to the NRC RAI on the Alternative Plan (ref. HNP
99-069, dated April 30, 1999), CP&L stated that Code Case N-240 would be used to exempt
formal requirements for hydro-testing of the embedded piping connected to the atmospheric
spent fuel pools. CP&L is continuing to investigate methods to provide additional assurance
of the quality of embedded piping and field welds, including consideration of pressure
testing. The final disposition of hydrostatic testing of embedded spent fuel pool piping will
be provided to the NRC as part of the follow-up report on embedded piping and welds as
discussed in the response to Requested Information Item 4 above.
2) A flush procedure will be developed which ensures that piping and components inside Code
boundaries are free from fouling and debris which might affect system performance,
reliability or spent fuel integrity.
3) Pre-operational testing will include a flow balance and verification which ensures that design
flow requirements are met for the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Component Cooling Water
systems, as well as those heat loads which rely on CCW (such as RHR) and heat sinks
downstream of CCW (ESW, UJHS). Given the lack of a heat load which would facilitate the
performance of a meaningful heat duty test of the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System, no such
test will be performed. Moreover, at the 1.0 Mbtu / hr maximum heat load associated with
this license amendment request, performance of such a test would not be viable even at the
proposed licensed limit. Although the C and D spent fuel pool cooling heat exchangers were
installed in the Fuel Handling Building nearly 20 years ago, they have never been placed into
service and, from a design perspective, are still new. Moreover, these heat exchangers were
layed up with a nitrogen blanket on the shell side, protecting it from moisture and corrosion.
A pre-service inspection of the tubesheets and tubes has been performed on these heat
exchangers to ensure that no foreign material or corrosion exists which might obstruct flow
or otherwise reduce performance.
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SUBJECT:

HNP- Material Identification of Chips from Carbon Steel Welds Associated with
the Spent Fuel Pool Activation Project.

On July 8, 1999 three samples of chips were received from HNP personnel for chemical
analysis. The chips were removed from Welds 2CC-FW-207, 208, and 209 on ASME Section
III, Class 3 Piping used on the Component Cooling Water (CCW) System. Metallurgy
Services personnel were asked to perform chemical analysis on the three samples.
On July 27, 1999 the three samples of chips were sent to NSL Analytical Services, Inc., in
Cleveland, Ohio for analysis. A report of the analyses was received from NSL on August 16,
1999. The results of the analysis for each sample are listed in the table below and a copy of
the results from NSL is attached.
ELEMENT

Carbon
Chromium
Copper
Manganese
Molybdenum
Nickel
Phosphorus
Sulfur
Silicon
Vanadium

SAMPLE 2CC-FW207 (WEIGHT
PERCENT)
0.13
0.028
0.035
1.29
0.014
0.028
0.021
0.011
0.29
0.018

SAMPLE 2CC-FW208 (WEIGHT
PERCENT)
0.11
0.031
0.018
1.20
0.004
0.016
0.014
0.012
0.29
0.026

SAMPLE 2CC-FW
209 (WEIGHT
PERCENT)
0.11
0.027
0.018
1.15
0.003
0.014
0.013
0.013
0.41
0.026
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S1.0

PURPOSE
The purpose of this instruction is to provide guidelines for
preparing Weld Data Reports, Repair Weld Data Reports, Seismic
I Weld Data Report and Tank Fabrication Weld Data Records re
quired for documentation of weld joint control.
2.0

SCOPE
This instruction is

applicable to weld data records required for

ASME Code Class 1, 2, 3 and MC welds; Seismic Category I welds;

fabrication of nuclear safety related and
and welds in the site
ASME Code Class storage tanks.

"3.0 REFERENCES
1. CQC-19, Weld Control
2. MP-06, General Welding Procedure for Carbon Steel
3.
4.
5.

"6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
4.0

MP-07, General Welding Procedure for Stainless Steel
MP-10, Repair of Base Material and Weldouts
NDEF-601, Visual Inspection
AWS D1.1, Structural Welding Code
and Hangers
MF-08, General Welding Procedure for Structural Steel
WF-18, Miscellaneous Steel Fabrication
MF-19, Field Erected Stainless Steel Storage Tanks
AS-7, Seismic Class I & Non-Seismic Class I Structural Steel

GENERAL
4.1

Weld Data Report
ASME Code Class 1, 2, 3 and MC welding data shall.be documented
on a WDR (QA-28 form).

4.2

Repair Weld
4.2.1

I-

Data

Report

A repair WDR (QA-30 form) is
conditions:

required for the following

a)

Rejectable defect is found by NDE at a specified
holdpoint or completed weld.

b)

Damage to base material requiring deposition of
metal.
filler

-
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CORPORATE Qu _rTy AsSURANCE DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCt ION

QUALITY ASSURANCE!

QUALITY CO(i ROL 3ECT ION

REY1312i

NUMBER

PREPARATION & SUBMITT AL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR CrThAn
WELD DATA REPORT,
rTh'TA •IPflPm
FABRICATION WELD RECO,RD) A .•PT~MTC! T WW"T.Th
T)6TA 1ýrPnDT

a

I

TITLE:

n

Pg qRT.qMTr. T

TANK

UPTT)

4.2.1 (cont.)
4.2.2

A re pair WDR is
cond itions:
a)

...b.)

c)

4.3

not required for the following

Weld defects which occur during the in-process
welding and which can be removed and reworked within
the Weld F.voc.aedune Specification (WES) specified on
the original WDR (this includes slag; porosity;
burn-through in the root pass or backing ring; or
root weld defect in the pipe I.D. or O.D.).
.. ew~ork,.required to .orect .in-pr~ocess..efecs
by NDE performed "for information".

found

Where complete removal of the weld joint is the
repair method used (a new WDR will be issued in this
case).

Seismic I Weld Data Report (SWDR)
4.3.1

Seismic I structural welding with the exception of stud
welding shall be documented on ;a SWDR (.A-34).

4.3.2

Repairs to Seismic I structural welds will be documented
on the SWDR when the following conditions exist:

N:

a)

A rejectable, defecti..s •-found .by visual .inspectionor

other NDE at a specified holdpoint or completed weld.
b)
4.3.3

Damage to base material requiring deposition of filler
metal.

Entries on the SWDR are not required for the following
conditions:
a)

Weld defects which occur during the in-process welding
and which can be removed and reworked within the Weld
Procedure Specification (WPS) specified on the SWDR
(this includes slag, porosity, burn-through in the root
pass or backing strip or root weld defect in the
structural item).

b)

Rework required to correct in-process defects found
by NDE performed for "information only".
-2-
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TITLE:

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT,
FABRICATION WELD

I
IIIQ
1

NME
QCI-19.1
REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,

TANK

4.3.3 (cont.)
c)

4.4

Tank Fabrication Weld Record (TFWR)
4.4.1

The"TFM 41'(132- -form) will be -used -to :document weld
joint data for the field fabrication of nuclear safety
related and. ASME .Code .Clazs storage tanks.

4.4.2

Repairs to tank fabrication welds will be documented

4.4.3

on-the -Tr-W "when the following cod tion• exist,
a)

A rejectable indication dis found by visual inspec
tion or other NDE at a specified holdpoint or after
completion of the weld.

b)

Damage to base material requiring deposition of weld
filler metal.

Documentation of repairs to tank fabrication welds is

not required for the following conditions,
a)

Weld defects which occur during the in-process welding
and which can be removed and reworked within the Weld
Procedure Specification (WFS) specified on the TFWR
(this includes slag, porosity,.burn. through in .the
root pass or backing strip or root weld defect in
the item).

b)

Rework required to correct in-process defects found
by NDE performed for "information only".

c)

Where complete removal of the weld joint is the
A new entry for that joint number
repair method used.
in this case.
TFWR
the
will be made on

N

5.0

Where complete removal of the weld joint is the
repair method used (a new SWDR will be issued in
this case).

PROCEDURE
5.1

Weld Data Report (WDR)
The
The WDR (Exhibit 1) is initiated by Welding Engineering.
information
pertinent
out
fills
Welding Engineer, or his designee,
and designates the required holdpoints.

S
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QUALITY CONTROL SECTION

TITLE:

RFVI.1QR
001191
REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,

WELD DATA REPORT,
PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF
FABRICATION WELDRECORD & SEISMIC I WELD DATA REPORT

TANK

5.1 (cont.)

%

along with
The white and yellow copies of the WDR,
Specialist.
QA/QC
the work package, are forwarded to the Welding reviews the WDR
designee,
The Welding QA/QC Specialist, or his
holdpoints and inserts
for essential information and mandatory
ANI will assign addi
The
required.
if
additional holdpoints,
and date the WDR, if he
tional holdpoints, if he desires, sign
it to the Welding QA/QC
concurs with the data given, and return
of the.WDR and send
copy
yellow
Specialist. QA shall keep the
to the Mechanical
the white copy along with the work package
The areas of
field.
the
to
transmittal
for
Engineering Group
below:
outlined
:are
responsibility in filling out the WDR
1)
(Numbers correspond with Exhibit
Data

Title

assigned by Startup Group

I.

Turnover No.

No.

2.

Weld Joint
Record No.

Zone,

"I
3.

System

Res onsibility
'Weld Eng,

1-sometric, Field Weld.No.,

Obtained from Isomietric

Weld Eng.

System Name or designation

We Id Eng.

Obtained from Isometric
4.

Category

System Category (ASME Class
Obtained
1,2,3, Seismic I)
fromisometric

5.

Eng. Dwg. No.

Drawing No.
Isometric

6.

Fill Metal
Type

7.

Design Line
No.

..........
Design Line No. IrA
from Isometric/Drawing

8.

Base Metal
Spec.

ASME Spec. and Grade of base
Obtained
material being joined.
from Isometric or Line Lists

Type of Filler Metal (E 7018,

309, 308, 316, etc.)

-,4-

I

Obtained from

We ld Erng.

Weld Eng.

Weld Eng.

Weld Eng.

Weld Eng.

Sai
CAROLINA POWER &LIGHT COMPANY
CORPORATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE/
QrUALITY COTROL SECTION

TITLE:

NMER
OCI-19.

1

DATA REPORT,
OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD
PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL
RPRT
DATA
WLD
T
FABRICATION WELD ECORD & SEISMIC

TANK

5.1 (cont.)

9.

ResponsibilitY

Data

Ti tle

Joint Type
CI, BR, F,
OB, SKT, and
Other

Circle the appropriate joint
type.
CI = Consumable Insert
BR = Backing Ring
F = Fillet
Open Butt
OB
SKT : Socket
Obtained from drawing while
meeting requirements of WFS
and Ebasco Spec. M-30

Weld Eng.

10.

Pipe-Component Size, in inches, of pipe and/or
Obtained-from Isometric Weld-Eng.
component.
Size

11.

PC no. to
PC no.

Piece No.

12.

Welding
Procedure

Appropriate Welding Procedure
and Revision No.

Weld Eng.

13..

Material

Thickness of materials being
Obtained from drawing
joined.
or Line List.

Weld Eng.

Thickness

14.

15.

Ht. No.
Ht. No.

to

PWHT Pro

cedure &
Rev. No.

to Piece No.

being joined.
Isometric

of items

Obtained from

Weld Eng.

Heat No. to Heat No. of items
Obtained from Pipe
being joined.
Marking and/or from Pipe Spool
Exception:
Fabrication Drawing.
When welded valves are joined to
a piping system the valve serial
number will be used in lieu of
In the event the
the Heat No.
valve serial number cannot be
determined, the valve National
Board Registration number may be
QA/QC Inspector
used.

Appropriate Post-Weld Heat Treat
ment Procedure & Revision No.

-5-

Weld Eng.

CAROLINA POWER & LI -ir CrwANY
CORPORATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTmENT
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE/
QUALITY CONTROL 6ECTION
TITLE:
5.1

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT,
FABRICATION

WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I

NNLMF
QCT-19.

1

REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,

LD DATA REPORT

TANK

(cont.)
Title
16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Inservice
Inspection

Data
Inservice Insp.

Responsibility
if

required for

th( field weld is assigned by
Welding Engineering.

Welding Eng.
Verification
Date

Signature of Welding Engineer
(or his designee) indicating
.. ncurrence with holdpoints.

ANI Review

Signature of Authorized Nuclear
Inspector (or his designee) in
dicating concurrence with hold
points.

Weld Eng.

ANI

Release for
QA and Date

Signature of Welding OA/QC
Specialist (or his designee) in
dicat-ing concurrence vith holdpoints
and releasing WDR to construction.
(Date Signed)
)A/QC Welding

Welder(s)
Symbol

Symbol(s) of Welder(s) assigned
to perform welding.
ý(QC Inspector
verifies welder qualification
at this point).

Items

QC Inspection holdpoints
checked (/) that are required
by Code, Specification, Pro
cedures, Drawings, or Isometric
QC Inspection holdpoints checked
((.) that are desgnated by QA in
addition to holdpoints checked
(V) by Welding Engineer.
(Hold
points that do not apply shall
be marked N/A.)
ANI Inspection holdpoints checked
(V) to be witnessed by ANI

-6-

P.

Weld Eng.

LA/QC Inspector

-1

Weld Eng.
Welding QA/QC
Specialist

ANI

a
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CAROLINA F'OER & LIGHT LLOW ANY

CORPORATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARThENT
& CONSTRUCON
ENGINEERING (IUAL'
'Y
.- CONTROL

UALITY ASSURANCE/
ýECTION

NUMBER

001-19 .1
1
PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT? REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT, TANK

TIT4LE
5.1

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,
T WF.T, DATA REPORT
S
SETEMTC

(cont.)

22.

Backing Type
CI BR

Circle Type of Backing
CI = Consumable Insert
BR = Backing Ring

Metal Spec.
Heat No.

AS..
2 E met-alJ.

Note:

23.

24.

25.

Responsibility

Data

Title

Weld Eng.

pecification
Heat No. of the Backing
Obtained from
Material.
Weld Material Requisition
(WMff)

Weld Eng.

QA/QC Inspector

Size and Type of CI shall be specified by Welding
Weld Eng.

Bare Filler
Metal Spec.

ASME Filler Metal Spec.

Size

Size of Filler Metal

Ht No.

Heat No. of Bare Filler
Obtained fromW..-."

Coated Filler
Metal Spec.

ASI.E Filler Metal Spec.

Size

Size of Filler IMetal

Ht/Lot No.

Heat No. of filler
metal and/
or lot no. assigned to filler
Obtained from WMR.
metal.

QA/QC Inspector
Metal.

26.

QA/QC Inspector
Weld Eng.

QA/QC inspector

•q/QC

Inspector

the

No. of Repairs Number of repairs made to
weld and pertinent cornments.
Comments

Enter Repair WDR numbers.

I

TANK

FABRICATTON WELD RECORD

PWHT Chart
No/Date

Post-Weld Heat Treatment
Chart No. and Date performed

-7-7-
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TITLE:

NUMB
QCI-19.1

1

REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,
PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT,
FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I WELD DATA REPORT

TANK

5.1 (cont.)

27.

QA/QC
Inspector

28.

QA Final
Acceptance

29.

Verified by
ANI/Date

Responsibility

Data

Title

QA/QC Inspector's signature in
dicating acceptance of weld
and date.

QA/QC Inspector

Signature of Welding QA/QC
Specialist (or his designee)
indicating final acceptance
Date signed.
of weld.

CA/QC Welding

Signature of ANI indicating
WDR was reviewed and accepted.
Date signed.

AN I

i

(Items listed individually)
Part II

I

!
i

- Erection Traveler Process Check Points
1.

the numbers of
Verify spools being joined - Verify that
the WDR and the
with
coincide
the spool pieces being joined
appropriate isometrics.
accordance

2.

in
Pre fit-up inspection - Inspection performed
NDEP-601
with the requirements of

3.

in
Fit-up inspection - Inspection performed
the requirements of NDEP-601.

4.

the appropriate
purge gas - Check for compliance with
Check
welding procedure.

5.

for compliance with the
Check preheat temperature - Check
appropriate welding procedure.

6.

accordance with

NDE is performed
Root Pass NDE UT-RT-MT-PT-VT - If required,
(NDEP-402,
procedure.
applicable
in accordance with the
(Insert pro
NDEP-601).
and
NDEP-201
NDEP-301,
NDEP-101,
cedure and revision number.)

7.

compliance with the
Check interpass temperature - Check for
applicable welding procedure.

8.

required, NDE is performed
Intermediate NDE UT-RT-MT-PT-VT - If
(NDEP-402,
in accordance with the applicable procedure.

-8-
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TITLE:
5.1

QCI-19.1

1

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WTELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,
WEL DTRPORT
FABRICATION WELD RECORD ý SEISMIC

TANK

(cont.)
NDEP-I01, NDEP-301, NDEP-201
cedure and revision number).

9.

and NDEP-601).

(Insert pro

Visually inspect Final Weld ID & OD - Perform inspection in
(Insert procedure and revision
accordance with NDEP-601.
number.)

10.

Record Ferrite - Two (2)ikocations checked in accordance
with applicable site procedure when required.

11.

Inspect for joint identification - Verify that the field
weld is marked in accordance with MP-05.

12.

Check final cleanliness - Checked in accordance with NDEP-601.

13.

Final NDE RT-MT-PT-UT - NDE is performed in accordance with
(NDEP-101, NDEP-301, NDEP-201,
the applicable procedure.
revision number.)
procedure-and
(Insert
NDEP-601).

14.

Release for PWIT - If
has been completed.

15.

required, verify that all required NDE

- if required, -perform required .. DE
PWHT NDE RT-MTFT-UTi-VT4-"
(NDEP-101,
after PWHT according to the applicable proceaure.
procedure
(Insert
NDEP-601).
NDEP-301, NDEP-201, NDEP-401,
and revision number.)

5.1.1

Each item under Title No. 21 shall be i.niltialed, -dated
and checked (V0 in the appropriate block, indicating
acceptance or rejection in accordance with the applicable

MP procedures and/or I'DEF-tO1 (Visual Welding inspection.)
If the item is initially rejected, later acceptance will
be noted in the "Remarkz'! section when rework has been

completed.
5.2

I

Repair Weld Data Report
5.2.1

The Fepair Weld" Data Report (Exhibit 2) is initiated by
the Welding Engineering Unit.

5.2.2

The white and yellow copies of the Repair WDR are for
warded to QA and the ANI for approval and the insertion
of additional holdpoints.

5.2.3

The yellow copy is maintained by Welding QA/QC and the
white copy is forwarded to the field.
-
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CORPoRATE QuALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE/

QUALITY COTROL SECTION

T ITLE:

1

QCI- 19. 1

REPORT,
PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA
B.---.~
FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I WELD DATAEPRT

5.2.4

Data shall be entered on the Repair WDR as follows:
(Numbers correspond with Exhibit 2)

Title
1.

TANK

Data

Repair WDR No.

Number of repairs made to the
weld.
obtained from "Line No.

Responsibility

Weld Eng.

2.

Unit

Unit No.
on WDR.

3.

System

System name or designation obtained
from isometric

Weld Eng.

W-:ld Eng.

4.

Category

System Category (ASME Class 1, 2, 3,
Obtained from Isometric
Seismic I).

Weld Eng.

5.

Drawing

Iso No./Engineering Drawing No.
obtained from Iscetric

Weld Eng.

6.

Field Weld
ID

Assigned weld identification from
Isometric/Drawing

Weld End.

7.,

Base ..Me~tal
and Grade

ASME.-Spec.

N

8.

9.

10.

Pipe/
Component
Size
Welding Procedure and
Revision No.

Pc No. to
Pc No.
Ht No. to
Ht.No.

and Grade of Base materials

being joined.

Obtained from isometric

or Line Lists.

Weld Eng.

Size in inches of Pipe and/or compo
Ob
nent and thickness of material.
tained from Isometric or WDR.

Weld Eng.

Appropriate Welding Procedure and
Revision No..

Weld Eng.

Piece No. to Piece No.
Heat No. to Heat No.
Obtained from Pipe Marking and/or
from Pipe Spool Fabrication Dwg.
When welded valves are
Exception:
joined to a piping system, the valve
serial number will be used in lieu of
Ht. No..

-10-
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TITLE:

REY121M
QCI-19.1

1

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,
PE
RPORT
FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I WELD OAT

TANK

5.2.4 (cont.)

11.

Joint Type,
CI, BR, OB,
SKT, other

Responsibility

Data

Title

Circle the appropriate joint
type.
CI = Consumable Insert

BR = Backing Ring
F = Fillet
OB = Open Butt
SKT = Socket
Obtained from Drawing while
meeting requirements of WPS

& Ebasco Spec. M-30

Weld Eng.

12.

Heat Treat
Procedure
& Rev. No.

Appropriate Post-Weld Heat

13.

Welding
Engineer
& Date

Signature and date of Welding
Engineer (or his designee) ini
tiating Weld Data Report

WeJId Eng.

ANI Review
& Date

Signature & date of ANI
agreeing to holdpoints.

AN1

QA Review
& Date

Signature & date of .QA/QC
Welding agreeing to holdpoints
and releasing WDR to construc
tion.

QA/QC Welding

14.

15.

16.

17.

Backing Type

Bare Metal

Treatment Procedure & Rev.

Circle type of backing,
applicable, mark N/A.

if

No.

.Weld Eng.

not

Size of Filler Metal

Weld Eng.
QA/QC Inspector

Size

18.

of Bare Filler Metal

Ht

Heat No.

Coated
Filler
Metal Spec.

ASME Filler Metal Spec.
(If not applicable, mark N/A)

Size

OA/QC Inspector

Weld Eng.

Cc4RcLED C EMHNT
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TITLE:

NUTIBER

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT,
WFC,
Wl
D
CORT 8 SPISM
IWT nt DAZ46

fiEYLC41

QCI-IQ. I
REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,

I

TANK

REORT

5.2.4 (cont.)
Title
19.

20.

21.

22.

Ht/Lot No.

Data

Responsibility

Heat No. of Filler Metal
and/or Lot No. assigned
to Filler Metal

QA/QC Inspector

Welder's
Symbol
Root

Symbol assigned to Welder
entered at time of welding.

Welder'
Symbol
Intermediate

Symbol assigned to Welder
entered at time of welding

QA/QC inspector

Welder's
Symbol
Final

Symbol assigned to Welder,
entered at time of welding.

QA/QC In'spector

The instructions for repairing
the weld as assigned by Welding
Engineer.

Weld Eng.

Holdpoints Engineer checked (W)
that are required by QA in
addition to holdpoints checked
1,) by Welding Engineer-. Hold
points that do not apply shall
be marked N/A.

QA/QC Welding

ANI holdpoints checked (/)
to be witnessed by ANI.
Hold
points that do not apply shall
be marked N/A.

ANI

QA/QC Inspector

N

.23'. Repair
Instructions

24.

25.

26.

Item

QA/QC
Specialis t

ANI
(Code Weld)

Signature of Welding QA/QC
Specialist (or his designee)
indicating final acceptance of
weld repair.
Date signed.
Signature abd date of ANI
indicating RWDR was reviewed

and accepted.

I

--

Welding QA/QC
Specialist

Date signed.

AN I

CAROLINA POWR &LIGHT CowAy
CORPORATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION QEAL fY ASSURANCE/

QUALITY CONTROL

TITLE:

SECTION

1

OcI-19.1

REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,
PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT,
ELD DATA REPORT
FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I
5.2.5

5.3

TANK

item has been
QA accepted signature signifies that the the applicable
with
accordance
in
accepted
repaired and
MP specification and NDEP specification.

Seismic I WDR (SWDR)
5.3.1

discipline
The SWDR (QA-34 form) is initiated by the
items.
structural
and
hangers
engineer in the case of pipe
tray,
cable
for
foreman
It is initiated by the craft

conduit and HVAC supports.

The appropriate individual

to
"fillsout pertinent information and forwards the SWDR
required.
are
the welding engineer if holdpoints
5.3.2

The white and yellow copies of the SWDR,

along with the

Specialist
work package are forwarded to the Welding QA/QC
or his designee.

5.3.3

5.3.4

5.3.5

reviews the
The Welding QA/QC:.Specialist or his designeeý, holdpoints
mandatory
and
SWDR for essential information
nserts -additionalJ ýholdpoin t if required.
iand
designee, will ini
The Welding QA/QC Specialist, or his
-opy to the
white
the
send
tial and date the SWDR and
craft.
or
discipline
applicable Engineering
the SWDR are
The areas of responsibility fpr filling out
blocks
numbered
with
correspond
(numbers
outlined below:
1)
on Exhibit
5.3.5.1

Hangers

Pipe
A.

Discipline Engineer (or his designee)
1.
2.

3.

B.

& Structural

Completes blocks 1 through 6
identifies joints involving 1-1/2" and
thicker base material and assigns pre
heat holdpoints (and fitup holdpoints,
if applicable).
Signs and dates: Retains pink copy and
forwards white copy and yellow copy to
Welding Engineer.

Welding Engineer (or his designee)
1.
2.

Completes blocks 7, 8 and 9.
Identifies joint type and assigns man
holdpoints.
datory
I I-

CARCLINA POWER & LIGHT CO PANY
COPoRATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION ALITY ASSURANCE/ !
QUALITY CONTROL ECTION

QCI-19.1

TITLE:

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,
FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I WELD DATA REPORT

5.3.5.1

(cont.)
3.
4.
C.

TANK

Identifies joints which require PWHT.
Sign and dates; forwards yellow and
white copies to Welding QA/QC.

Welding QA/QC Specialist (or his designee)
1.

"2.
3.

D.

REYIIQU
I

Reviews entries made by Engineers against
applicable drawings and specifications.
Designates additional holdpoints as
needed.
Initials and dates; retains yellow copy
and forwards white copy to discipline
engineer.

Discipline Engineer
1. Forwards white copy with work package
to the craft foreman.

E.

Craft Foreman
1.
2.
3.
4.

F.

Completes weldout of joints not requiring
preheat or fitup inspection,
Notifies Welding QA/QC when ready for
zpreheat-.and/or fitup inspection.
Notifies Welding QA/QC when ready for
full penetration root pass holdpoints.
Signs and dates Sedtion.iI of white copy'
when all welds are complete.

Welding QA/QC Inspector
1. Completes items 1 through 3 in Section III.
Performs preheat and fitup inspection as
2.
(Releases for weldout/root
designated.
pass when acceptable.)
3.
Performs root pass visual inspection of
full penetration joints.
a.
Performs specified NDE, or
initiates NDE Request to the NDE subunit.
b.
Releases for weldout when acceptable.
c.
4. Performs final visual inspection of all
joints and records welder(s) symbol(s).
Performs specified Final NDE or:
5.
Initiates NDE Request to the NDE subunit.
a.
-14-

CAROIuNA POVER &LI GcT COMPANY
CORPORATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION !QIALITY ASSURANCE/
QUALITY CONTROL ýECTION
TITLE;

RJULISiQ
QCI-19.1

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,
FABRICATIONJ WELD RECORD & SETSMTC T WE.T DATA gIPflT

1
TANK

5.3.5.1 (cont.)
Initiates request for vacuum box
testing, if specified.
Monitors PWHT in accordance with CQC-20,
if specified.
Acceptable welds having the same inspec
tion and NDE requirements may be tested
Quantities as shown on
collectively.
applicable drawings, will be indicated
welds or (4) flare bevel
(i.e. (8) fillet
jointF will be
Unacceptable
welds).
listed and identified separately (i.e.
toP.c. 8. top).. -Rein
"5/16" filet..c.,.5
will be indicated
acceptance
and
spection
by listing the joint again in the same
section of the QA-34 form.
b.
6.
7.

5.3.5.2

Cable Tray, 0onduit •and .HVAC Supports
A.

Craft Foreman
1. Completes blocks 1 through 6 (obtains
-help from-Area Engineer. -s needed).
Enters data in blocks 7 and 8 for joints
2.
covered by WP-203 and WP-400 (electrical
cable tray and conduit supports; and HVAC
supports).

3.

4.

B.

.ldout of joints not involving
orompletez
full penetration welds or attachments to
(Signs and
engineered embedded plates.
..d4ates Section I if no full penetration
welds or attachments to engineered embedded
plates are involved.)
Informs Discipline Engineer of full pene
tration welds or joints involving engineered
embedded plates (forwards SWDR to the
Discipline Engineer).

Discipline Engineer
1.
2.
3.

Identifies full penetration welds and assigns
fitup holdpoints.
Identifies joints involving 1-1/211 and
thicker base material and assigns preheat
holdpoints.
Identifies joints requiring PWHT and
assigns PWHT holdpoints.

CAROLINA POKR & LIGHT COMPANY
CORPORATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE/

QUALITY CONTROL SECTION

TITLE:

N

OCI-19.1

1

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,
FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I WELD DATA REPORT

TANK

5.3.5.2 (cont.)
4.

C.

Signs and dates: Retains pink copy and
forward white and yellow copies to the
Welding Engineer.

Welding Engineer (or his designee)
1. Enter data. in blocks 7 and 8 for full
penetration welds and joints involving

1-1/2" thick base material.
2.
D.

Other perti

nent welding information will be entered
in block 9.
-Signs an~d date.s.;forwards white and yellow
copies to Welding QA/QC.

Welding OA/QC Specialist (or his designee)

.1. Review entries made ..by engineers against
2.
3.

E.

Craft Foreman
1.
2.
3.

F.

applicable drawings and documents.
Designates additional holdpoints as needed.
Initials and dates; retains yellow copy
and forwards white copy to the craft
foreman.

Notifies QA/QC when ready for preheat and/
or fitup holdpoints.
Notifies QA/QC when ready for full penetra
tion joint root pass holdpoints.
Signs and dates Section II of white copy
and yellow copy when all welds are completed.

Welding OA/QC Inspector
1.
2.
3.

4.

Completes items 1 through 3 in Section IIi.
Performs preheat and fitup inspection as
(Releases for weldout/root
designated.
pass when acceptable.)
Performs root pass visual inspection of
full penetration joints.
a. Performs specified NDE, or
b. initiates NDE Request to the NDE subunit.
Releases for weldout when acceptable.
c.
Performs final visual inspection of all
joints and records welder(s) symbol(s).
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CAROLINA POWER &LIGHT CCwAY
COORATE QuAL.rY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION DUALITY ASSURANCE/
QUALITY CONTROL )ECTION
TITLE:

REYIIQN

N
QCI-19.1

1

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,
T WELD DATA RPP(RT

TANK

TIL:FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMC5
5.3.5.2 (cont.)

5.

6.
7.

Rein
Pc. 5 to Fc. 8 top).
5/1611 fillet
will
be
indicated
spection and acceptance
by listing the joint again in the same
: section of the CA-34 form.

-,

S".5.4

Performs specified Final NDE or:
Initiates NDE Request to the NDE subunit.
a.
b.
Initiates request for vacuum box testing,
if specified.
Monitors PWHT in accordance with CQC-20, if
specified.
Ac.ceptable welds having the same inspec
tion and NDE requirements may be tested
Quantities as shown on
collectively.
applicable drawings, will be indicated
welds or r') flare bevel
(8) fillet
(i.e.
Unacceptable ,joints will be
welds).
listed and identified separately (i.e.

Tank Fabrication Weld Record (TFWR)
5.4.1

The TFWR (OA-32 form) is initiated by the Welding
Engineer (or his de-signee) who waiL f.iUl in the tank
design and identification data; joint identification,
the material thickness, joint type, specified holdpoints
and weld procedures for each weld joint. "The TFWR is
forwarded to Welding QA/QC.

5.4.2

The Welding QA/QC Specialist (or his designee) reviews
the TFWR for essential requirements and mandatory hold
points; designates additional holdpoints, as needed;
and submits it to the ANI (Code Class tanks only) for
review and designation of his holdpoints.
Data

Title
1. Unit No.

Responsibilityk:

Assigned to Unit which tank belongs.

Weld Eng.

2.

Tank I.D.
Number

Obtained from tank drawing.

Weld Eng.

3.

ASME Code
Class

ASME Code Class 1, 2 or 3.

Weld Eng.

4.

Drawing

Obtained from drawing.

Weld Eng.

Number
-17-
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CAROLINA POWER &LmiGT CcWANY
CORPORATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTmEN
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE/
QUALITY CONTROL SECTION
TITLE:

1

QCI-19. 1

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DAtA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT,
FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I WELD DATA REPORT

TANK

5.4.2 (cont.)
Title
5.

Weld Engr.

Data

Responsibility

Signature of Weld Engr. (or his
the Tank
initiatizg
designee)
Fabrication Weld Record and date.
No.

of weld from drawing.

Weld Eng.
Weld Eng.

6.

Weld Number

I.D.

7.

Material
Thickness

Obtained from drawing.

Weld Eng.

8.

Joint Type

Obtained from drawing.

?:Tl,,sd Eng.

9.

Weld Proc.
and NDE
Requirements

'A's s'i gn-ed ty Weld Engr.

Veld Eng•;

Assigned by Weld Engr.

Weld Eng.

From-assigned welder(,s ).

Foreman

10.

Required
Holdpoints

N

6.0

11.

Weld Symbol

12.

Material Heat From WMR.

13.

QA/QC
Inspector

Signature and date of O•./QC
verifying holdpo#nts.

14.

ANI

Signature and date of ANI verifying
and/or adding holdpoints.

ANI

15.

0AI/'C
Specialist

Signature and date of QA./QC
Specialist or his designee after
completion of TFWR.

QA/QC Spec.

EXHIBITS
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit
Exhibit

1,
2,
3,
4,

Weld Data Report (WDR)
Repair Weld Data Report (Repair WDR)
Tank Fabrication Weld Record (TFW"R)
Seismic I Weld Data Report (SWDR)

-18-
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PRGJECT

I I II

(PROCEDURE COC-19)

BASE METAL SPEC.

(9)

~OTHER

8)

((8)

WELDING

HT NO. ,•m••
WELDING ENS. VERiFCATION

.-.

-

IAQ

RELEASED

DATE

ANI REVIEW FOR HOLOPOINTS

PROCESS CHECK POINTS
"--I-FokINP•
TRAVELER

PART If - ERECTION

ITEMS
A-"4AEPTED
R- REJECTED
H- V'IN H COLUMN MEANS HOLD
FORQA/oC OR ANI AS AFPLCABLE

DT

ANI
R IDATEJ AN

-JA[R
1- IDA--E 1NSP._IllJA

(21)

yERIFY SPOOLS BEING JiOINED
FR-EFIT-UP INSPECTION
F-T-UP INSPECTION
'CE4CK PURGE GAS

4

DATE

FOR WELDING QA/C

(19)

(18)

(17)

INSERVICE REP
INSPECTION NA'L

& REV- NO.

(15)

(14)

DATE

NOM.

TICKNESS

PROCEDURE

PWHT

~

PROCEDURE

II--

NOM.

SIZE
REV NO.

a

(12)

(1.)

TPCoNo.

(11)

I

t

Pip,/COMP( 1

JOINT TYPE - CBR,F, OBSKT,

GRADE

a

I I I- I

I

F
I7LLMAL)

..

CAT.'ENG. DWG. NO.

SYSTEM

PCNO.

W___

CONTROL CHECKLIST)

(PROCESS

QA-28

TURNOVEA4 140.

NO.

REPORT

DA

WELD

I

-i

-

-.

-

4- +- I -

-

-

t -t--

-

I - r - T- I -

4

r-

-

-

I
T-- --

C*#oC0A'MjQlr

I*ERT N/A WHERE AN OPERA-'
TION DOES NOT APPLY
USE BLANK LINES FOR ADDITIONAL

1
J%4
Mr-F
5
6 RWy PASS NOE UT-RT-MT-PT
REV.
ý'&
hN-W
i

.43CKS OR REINSPECTIONS

WELDER (S) SYMBOL (20)
TACK

9

TF-ViSUALLý
ID S00 -- EP

91

PURGE DAM R

FINAL

4-

i

4

i

-- i-

i

i

1 --

i

WEL40-0
REV.

I INSPECT FOR rIENTIFICATION
to

t-t-'t1ITWT

10

ROOT
INTERMEDIATE

i' 'i] [i"'ILILLE

CHECK FINAL CLEANiLU-S
T-UT-VT
RT-MT
12 ,FINAL NDE
REV.
NDEP.'
A90
"43 INSPECT PWHT
E
'4
INSPECTION OF THERM
KR.MUVAL

15

Ott-r-1..

NOE RT-MT-PT-UT-VT
REV.
NOEP

PWHT

--

FINAL
II

_-

"BACKING TYPE
METAL SPEC.

, ,,

q

,,-

I. - I
SPEC.
BARE FILL METAL
HT NO.
3)
SIZE-

BR

CI

-

I

(22)

I

SPEC.
I COATED FILLER METAL

SIZE

T

(2H)

NO.

_

_

_

_

HEAT/CODE

NO. OF REPAIRS- COMMENTS

(25)

REMARKS "

(REPAIR

WOR NUMBERS)

PWHT CHART NO.

DATE

QA/QC INSPECTOR
(27)

DATE

(26)

QA/QC FJNAL ACCEPTANCE
(28)
VERIFIED BY ANI
(29)
LL•Z• I •

-tqw" i upwl

DATE

!

"5O

TTMENTO

yY ASSURANCE:

CORPORA

Exhibit 2, QCI-19.1
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WELD DATA REPORT

REPAIR

'PROCEDLRE

CQC- 19)

(4)

1
BACKING

TYPE

CI

OR

BARE FILLER
SIZE (17)

(15)
METAL

"

SPEC.

HEAT NO.

I

WELDER'S
SYMBOL - ROOT
!(20)

LWELDV
S
, -

REPlMR

COATED FILLER METAL SPEC.
SIZE (18)
HT/LOTNO.
(19

METAL SPEC.
HT NO.

INSTRUCT•iONS:

SYMBOL-INTERMEDIATE
(21)

WELDER'S
(22) SYMBOL-FINAL

(23)

7s.

ITEM
•( 2 4 )

HOLD PT.
r A / Q C AN t

DATE

ANI ACCEPTED
_

_

_ _"__

_

QA/QC ACCEPTED

DATE

_"

(24)

REMARKS:

ACCEPTED

BY

QAW/C S•ECIALIST

I'2)

f 2r;)

DATE

VERIFIED BY

ANi (CODE WELD ONLY)

(26)
DATE

_________U

CAROLINA POWER E LIGHT COM-ANY
()EPAR~ThENTS
ASSURANG
" ORPORATF- QUALITY
TANK FABRICATION` WELD YREfORDS

Exhibit 3
QCI-19O

QA-32
WELD

Bev.-

NUMBER
III#jý

PRQCj~JRi

WELD -

Pogo

.. .

7)

r

___________

,CODEjS)

_____________________

71#

~~~II'
-- - ---

R

E

ir-----

0

k0 C
0

I-

a.

_

___ _

AI
ANI
P ASSI T EM
AN
ANI

Vt

y
o

______
____

___
-~~~

10

RI/U
TPT
I

_ýUUM OX I

I

"jz4x

.I+1IH4z4zztz4u

+12111

A

ZTA
2OOA

OTHER
'In

HYDRý

ANI
A P41

!COE PROCEDUJRE
NUMBER

-

I

-

.

-

I

1

-I---

t

-

* -

I- -

-t

-

Z-

1

-

-t

-

-

I

-

-t

I

-

-

-

-

I -4-

L

I.

I

I

-

-

I--

.1-

I

I

I

-

-I--f-i--i

-

t

-

-1

~_ I
-------4-

t

t

-B

I--I

I--I-i-

NDE

-

-

IV
V.

10

-- Fl-h-

ANI
AN I

I. -

-

'_

I

HI~~jRO _
_ 0'Eý_

T

-1

4-I----I--I-I--4----f-+--t---t-----l-----r-I-v---1-r-I

PWHT

¶IVANINC1

A.

S

ANI____
NT

00

:e

!...

-

- I-

___ __

B

4
-K

ka

Q

I.

PR H AT

v AI y

Cc

1

40
,
z

B-

a
I-.

---

41-I

A.

t

W

IX

d

I

L~f

0oo

-I-

f

-

(6)_

___.

____N

HNPP1

zIztz4

-

H--

Hi-F--

-1
REV. CODE

Zu1_ZiZIZILTANK

PROCEDJRE
NumBER

REV.

zNI-

W

0
r
p

S

~

AýT411ZCD
-

RtIAARKS

V
*1*y

ItJQI
)~r¶E

fr-I-

L ___4E"
!MI

N

z

ICENT11FICATION
EISO
.UBR
fq
4UMBERS
REVISION

EN13INEtA
ULA

NPCO

NUCLEAR

INSPECIOR

No.

EDTO

~

j

IK

jO~&fg

flAIL
DATE
I

DT

INSPECTO

ADDENDACZ
ATE_

-

AV.

SPECIALIST

DATE

2

2.BUILDING

(PROCEDUIQE, Cg.
5. COMPojNE'rN/HANG'ER' 0.

-

110

r--U

3. ELEV. 4. LOCA.

ii:
DISCIPLIINE

EjNGG..

,()RAWIN03, RE'V;U SfT 1 7. WELD PROC. 9. WELD INSTRU(
8.WELD ML. TY.

DATE

DATEV WELDING ENG./FOREM,.%

Is

I

PENETRATION
1,NOTIFY DISCIPLINE ENGINEER FOR ADDITIONAL INSTP'UCTIONS FOR FULL
ZI-OTIFY D'SCIP1LINE ENGINEER FOR ADDITIOMAL INSTP.,TIONS ON JOINTS INVOLVING ENGINEERED
FO.M..
WELDOUT OF JOINTS NOT REQUIRING AjiOITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS
3.
-OtMPLETE
FOREAN:
4, INFORM QAAQC FOR HOLD POINTS (H) Bk FINAL WELD I11SPECTION

r

2 WELDER(S)

QUALIFICATION

A 0

I

,&JOINT I.D. OR DESCRIP.
TY. OF WELDS

WELDER

R :I 1.3.MAT'L
STATUS A 01
o
ROOI Nut
PREHEAT

"FITUP

SYMBOL(S)-

VT
....
_TEMP.

DATE:

COMPONENT/HANGER CONFIGURATION CHECKED WITH DWG(S) A]RCI

" CONFIGURATION CHECKED WITH DWG(S),-

I. WELD TYPE

PLATES

R01
j

"jNCR/URIOA/QC
NUt

1-INAL
FHNAL

I.

.

IM/PTI RT I UT

MT/PT I VT

H

IPwH+

No)t

I

I

I

I

I

I

IAIR H AIR I

•,,

::: ..

S..

..,.

S•

HOLDPOINT
ACCEPT
REJECT
TEMP. GREATER
THAN LISTED

-::N

QA/QC INSPECTION 8 NDE
AND/OR VERIFIED

BY

HOLDPOINT ASSIGNED
I__

_A_'_AT

INITIALS
:"

:

,,,? .. ,,,

QA/QC SPECIALIST/

* USE

OF DEFICIENCYREPAIR

OR REWORK NCR/DDR, ETC.

A

0.

:

LEGEND: H =
A=
R=
T =

I DATIE:
Vt-SCRIPTION

... At-

1

'I

Box

!

INSPECTION
INSP.DATE
•ITrIAL

DATE

,., ,,

,• ,

DESIGNEE

.

, ,j

QA--34A TO LIST ADDITIONAL WELDIS

DATE
DATE

RFMARKS:

